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ABSTRACT

Cohesive zone models provide an illuminating and tractable way to include constitutive non!linearity into
continuum models of defects[ Powerful insights have been gained by studying both dislocations and cracks
using such analyses[ Recent work has shown that as a result of the locality assumption present in such
cohesive zone models\ signi_cant errors can be made in the treatment of defect energies[ This paper aims
to construct a non!local version of the PeierlsÐNabarro model in which the atomic level stresses induced
at the slip plane depend in a non!local way on the slip degrees of freedom[ Our results should be seen as a
demonstration in principle of how microscopic calculations can be used to construct insights into consti!
tutive nonlocality[ The non!local interplanar kernel used here is computed directly from atomistics and is
used to evaluate both the structure and energetics of planar dislocations[ The non!local formulation does
not signi_cantly change the dislocation core structure from that obtained with the local model\ but the new
formulation leads to signi_cant improvements in the description of dislocation energetics for dislocations
with planar cores[ Þ 0887 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

0[ INTRODUCTION

The appropriate method to use in modeling the behavior of a material is often
dictated by some intrinsic length scale in the problem[ When considering atomic scale
defects\ atomistic models are often required[ On the other hand\ macroscopic models
are concerned with bulk properties of specimens with dimensions on the micron scale
or larger[ In this regime\ the assumptions of continuum mechanics are justi_ed[
Recently\ there has been increased interest in modeling the so!called mesoscale regime\
the range of length scales that are often too large for fully atomistic models but too
small for discrete lattice e}ects to be ignored[ In this regime\ neither atomistic mode!
ling nor continuum mechanics is entirely satisfactory\ and new models which incor!
porate features from both approaches seem to be necessary[

One class of model which serves as a bridge between the microscopic and macro!
scopic approaches is that of cohesive zone models[ Using a cohesive zone model
allows bulk regions to be handled using conventional continuum mechanics\ while
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atomistic e}ects are incorporated only at certain interfaces where it is deemed that
they are important[ Models of this type were _rst proposed by Peierls "0839# to describe
dislocations\ by Barenblatt "0851# to model fracture processes and by Dugdale "0848#\
and Bilby et al[ "0851# to estimate plastic zone sizes ahead of cracks[ A review of a
number of examples of this approach may be found in Miller and Phillips "0885b#\
while this paper focuses on the speci_c example of the Peierls dislocation[

The Peierls dislocation model has received renewed interest of late\ being used\ for
example\ by Rice "0881# in his description of the brittle vs ductile behavior of crystals[
The attractiveness of the Peierls framework is that it o}ers an analytically tractable
"or at least numerically expedient# continuum model which incorporates nonlinear
features resulting from the presence of the discrete lattice[ The model assumes that
the atomistic features of a dislocation are con_ned to a single atomic plane referred
to as the slip plane[ It is only at the slip plane that discontinuities in the displacement
_elds are assumed to take place\ and a special constitutive law is used to account for
them[ Away from the slip plane\ the remainder of the bulk crystal is treated as a linear
elastic medium[ In conventional treatments\ the constitutive law at the slip plane is
simpli_ed by assuming that the energy and stress depend only locally on the slip
distribution\ despite the non!local nature of atomic interactions[ In e}ect\ while the
Peierls model does incorporate a periodic length into the local relation between stress
and slip\ it does not de_ne a length scale below which the non!local e}ects due to slip
gradients become important[

In earlier work "Miller and Phillips\ 0885b# it has been demonstrated that the
various approximations inherent in the Peierls model can lead to serious error in the
energetic description of a dislocation[ One important source of error arises from the
failure to incorporate non!local e}ects\ since full atomistic calculations show that the
gradients in the slip distribution that are present in realistic dislocation cores are often
too large for non!local e}ects to be ignored[ By postulating a new form for the energy
of a slip distribution\ we formulate a model which includes a non!local term while at
the same time reduces to the original Peierls model in the limit where slip gradients
become small[ This new model includes non!locality in a simple way\ allowing for an
investigation of non!local e}ects alone[ We do not consider the other sources of error
in the Peierls model\ as these have been addressed elsewhere "see\ for example\ Miller
and Phillips\ 0885b ^ Bulatov and Kaxiras\ 0886#[

Many examples exist where a certain model\ derived under speci_c assumptions\ is
pushed to the extremes of its range of applicability and as a result must be corrected
through inclusion of higher order terms[ Anharmonic models of lattice vibrations
"Duesbery et al[\ 0862 ^ DiVincenzo\ 0875#\ recent work on gradient models "Fleck et
al[\ 0883 ^ Aifantis\ 0881#\ and several papers on non!local continuum theories
"Eringen et al[\ 0866 ^ Eringen and Balta\ 0868 ^ Eringen\ 0876# are but a few examples
of this strategy[ Similar extensions are made here in the context of the Peierls frame!
work[ Due to the inclusion of a new term in the expression for the energy of a slip
distribution\ the model is now able to capture non!local e}ects due to the presence of
gradients in the slip distribution[ This improvement is demonstrated via comparisons
to fully atomistic calculations of slip plane energies\ and is then used to model
dislocation core structures[ This work is undertaken not so much in the name of
improving the PeierlsÐNabarro model itself as to examine the interplay between
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atomic level nonlocality and plausible constitutive models of extended defects in
solids[ The arti_cial con_nement of the entirety of the constitutive complexity to a
single plane reduces the computational di.culties substantially\ while still allowing
for substantive insights to be gained[ Ultimately\ for the treatment of generic dislo!
cations\ we advocate a less conservative approach in which constitutive nonlocality
and nonlinearity are not restricted to any particular plane "see\ for example\ Tadmor
et al[\ 0885#[

In Section 1 we begin with a brief description of the original Peierls framework and
its breakdown in the limit of rapidly varying slip distributions[ In Section 2\ we present
the details of our non!local formulation and describe how atomistic calculations are
used to build the necessary non!local constitutive model[ We then use the non!local
Peierls model to compute the energetics of crystalline slip\ and show that the non!
local model is in better agreement with purely atomistic results than was the classical
Peierls framework[ Finally\ in Section 3\ the non!local model is used to obtain the
core structure of a "099#ð900Ł dislocation in fcc Al[

1[ BREAKDOWN OF THE TRADITIONAL PEIERLS FRAMEWORK

In this section\ we present a brief explanation of the Peierls model\ but focus mainly
on describing the breakdown of the local cohesive zone assumptions[ For a complete
description of the Peierls model\ see Hirth and Lothe "0881#[

The Peierls model assumes that a dislocation can be described as two elastic half!
spaces joined at a common plane on which there is a discontinuous jump in the
displacement _elds[ We adopt the convention that the slip plane is the xÐy plane\ with
the dislocation line along the y!axis[ The discontinuity in displacements due to the
presence of the dislocation is referred to as the slip distribution\ d"x\ y#� u¦"x!
\ y#−u−"x\ y#\ where u2"x\ y# are the displacement _elds just above and below the slip
plane[ We con_ne our discussion to the simple case of plane strain in the xÐz plane\
and to the situation where only one component of d is non!zero[ This allows us to
write d as a scalar\ d"x#[ Dealing with the more general case is a straightforward
extension of the results presented below\ while the simple case being discussed here is
better suited to demonstrate our arguments[ It is important to bear in mind that d"x#
is not constant as in rigid slip\ nor is it a simple step function as in the Volterra model
of a dislocation[ Rather\ the slip distribution varies from zero at a point on the slip
plane far from the dislocation core to a full Burgers vector once the core is traversed[
The slip distribution is assumed to lead to atomic level forces due to the interaction
between the slipped surfaces\ thus providing the tractions\ t"x#\ on the elastic regions[
These tractions take a simple form that depends only on the local slip discontinuity

t"x#� tðd"x#Ł\ "0#

and can be determined on the basis of atomistic calculations[ Early work within the
Peierls framework assumed a simple periodic form for eqn "0#\ with the periodicity
tied to the Burgers vector "see\ for example\ Foreman et al[\ 0840#[ More recently\
highly accurate atomistic calculations have allowed for the direct calculation of t"d#\
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improving the agreement between models built upon the Peierls framework and the
results of direct atomistic simulation "see\ for example\ Sun et al[\ 0882#[

For the purposes of this paper\ we _nd it more convenient to consider dislocation
energetics rather than the resulting forces and tractions[ According to the Peierls
models\ the energy of a dislocation is made up of two parts*the elastic energy
contained in bulk regions and the mis_t energy associated with the slip plane[ The
_rst component\ the elastic energy\ is fully de_ned once the elastic constitutive law
for the bulk regions is speci_ed\ while the mis_t energy is computed as an integral
over the slip plane[ While this is generally a surface integral\ for the simpli_ed geometry
of a straight dislocation oriented along the y!axis\ the integral reduces to

EL � g
�

−�

Fðd"x#Ł dx\ "1#

where EL is understood to be the local mis_t energy per unit length along the dis!
location line[ This convention will be maintained throughout the paper[ In eqn "1#\
F"d# is given by

F"d#� g
d

9

t"d?# dd?[ "2#

F"d# is referred to as the interplanar slip potential\ and can be thought of as the energy
cost associated with slipping one block of atoms over another by an amount d[ As
with the tractions t"d#\ the interplanar slip potential can also be obtained through
simple atomistic calculations "see\ for example\ Sun et al[\ 0882 ^ Kaxiras and Dues!
bery\ 0882#[

The energetic description provided above introduces an important assumption that
has been central to the Peierls framework and results in a formulation that is strictly
local[ Speci_cally\ this assumption arises from the fact that the interplanar potential
is computed on the basis of a purely uniform slip distribution\ even though the actual
slip distributions of interest are non!uniform[ The energy of the non!uniform slip
distribution is found using eqn "1#\ which e}ectively divides the slip distribution into
in_nitesimal slip steps\ samples the interplanar potential for each of these steps\ and
sums the results[ The tacit assumption of this approach is that despite the non!uniform
nature of the slip distribution\ the local environment at each point can be considered
to be approximately uniform\ allowing for the local slip energy to be determined from
the interplanar slip potential[ It is expected that as long as the gradients in the slip
distribution are small\ this approximation will be valid\ but as the gradients become
more severe\ the approximation will break down[ One result of interest is to quantify
what the maximum acceptable gradients are\ and to determine whether or not the slip
gradients occurring in real dislocation core structures exceed these values[

These questions about the validity of the assumptions in eqn "1# were addressed by
Miller and Phillips "0885b#[ The breakdown of the local assumptions was quanti_ed
by computing the energy of a number of idealized slip distributions in two ways\ _rst
using atomistics "considered {{exact|| in this context# and then using the approximation
embodied in eqn "1#[ The parameters in the slip distribution were then selectively
varied\ allowing for control of the severity of the slip gradients and a direct comparison
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Fig[ 0[ Energy of idealized distributions as a function of the parameter w\ which determines the gradients
in the slip distribution[ These results demonstrate the failure of the local slip approximation for small w[

Exact atomistic energy "_lled circles# ^ local model "dashed line# ^ non!local model "solid line#[

of the two methods of obtaining the slip plane energy[ These calculations dem!
onstrated a clear breakdown in the locality assumption[ Further\ it was found that
the gradients associated with the slip distributions for simulated core structures are
of the same order of magnitude as those for which eqn "1# failed[

In Fig[ 0\ we reproduce the results of Miller and Phillips for the "990#ð009Ł slip
system in fcc Al and include new results for the "000#ð00¹9Ł slip system[ The _gure shows
a plot of mis_t energy per unit area of the slip plane for various slip distributions[ For
periodic distributions\ this is computed by dividing the mis_t energy per period by
the periodic length[ For slip distributions which are not periodic\ an e}ective slip area
was used\ which is de_ned as the area over which the slip is greater than 0) of its
maximum value[ The following slip distributions were used\

d"x#�A sin
1px
w

\ "3#
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d"x#�A exp $−
0
1 0

x
w1

1

% [ "4#

For these slip distributions\ w can be varied in order to control the slip gradients[
Small w corresponds to large gradients\ and hence the regime in which we expect the
local approximation to fail[ To build these slip distributions for an atomistic calcu!
lation\ one divides a crystal in two\ and imposes a di}erent deformation _eld in the
upper and lower halves[ Judicious choice of these deformations leads to the appro!
priate discontinuity at their common surface\ and allows for the computation of the
mis_t energy due to that discontinuity[ This is the exact atomistic energy which is
compared to the results of eqn "1# in Fig[ 0[ Further detail of the atomistic calculation
of mis_t energy is given in Section 2[

Figure 0 includes two di}erent types of slip deformation[ In the slip distributions
associated with straight dislocations\ two types of gradient e}ects are possible[ First\
both the direction in which the slip distribution is changing and the direction of the
slip discontinuity itself can be the same[ This is characteristic of the slip distributions
for pure edge dislocations\ and therefore we refer to any slip distribution for which
the d vector and the 9d vector are parallel as an {{edge||!type distribution[ The
second type of gradient e}ect occurs when the direction of the slip discontinuity is
perpendicular to the direction along which it is changing[ This is characteristic of a
pure screw dislocation\ and therefore we refer to such an instance as a {{screw||!type
slip distribution[ It is possible to mix these two e}ects\ but for our present purposes
we consider only the pure edge and pure screw cases[ These two types of slip dis!
tributions are analogous to longitudinal and transverse phonons[

The results in Fig[ 0 demonstrate the breakdown of the Peierls assumption for the
slip distribution of eqns "3# and "4# for both the "990#ð009Ł edge distribution and the
"000#ð00Þ9Ł screw distribution[ The plots give the energy of the slip distributions as a
function of the parameter w[ In all of the plots\ the prediction of the local slip
approximation for the mis_t energy is shown as the constant dashed line near the top
of each graph\ a striking manifestation of the lack of a characteristic length scale in
the local cohesive zone approach[ For periodic slip distributions\ it is easy to see why
the Peierls model approximation is independent of the parameter w[ The plots of Fig[
0 are of the quantity

E9
L

w
�

0
w g

w

9

FðA sin "1px:w#Ł dx\ "5#

where E9
L is the energy of a single periodic length of the slip plane[ The fact that this

integral correctly represents the energy of a single periodic length is discussed in
Section 2[ By making the change of variables y�x:w\ one can see that the expression
is independent of w[ The data points in Fig[ 0 come from atomistic calculations of the
same mis_t energies[ Note the divergence from the local estimate at small values of
w[ The signi_cance of this divergence in the context of dislocations depends on the
gradients found in their cores[ Evidence that non!local e}ects are indeed important
in real cores was presented in Fig[ 3"b# of Miller and Phillips "0885b#\ which shows
that non!local e}ects in an arctan slip distribution become important for core widths
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c:b³ 9[4 in the "099#ð900Ł slip system[ Actual core widths for this slip system have
been found using lattice static core simulations by _tting slip distributions to the
arctan function "Miller and Phillips\ 0885a#[ Using a least squares _t to the entire
core\ a value of c:b�9[113 was obtained\ while _tting the slope at the center of the
core resulted in a value of c:b�9[324[ Both of these values are in the regime where
non!local e}ects become important[

The _rst mission of the non!local model will be to improve the agreement between
the atomistic and continuum predictions for the slip energy shown in Fig[ 0[ The solid
lines in this _gure show the improvements made by using the non!local model\ and
will be discussed in more detail at the end of Section 2[

2[ THE NON!LOCAL FORMULATION

The notion that any _eld variable "for example stress\ strain or temperature# is
known pointwise\ and depends only on other state variables at that point is a natural
starting point in the construction of constitutive models[ The result is the assumption
of locality*one of the basic tenets of the Peierls model\ most other cohesive zone
models\ and classical continuum mechanics in general[ However\ on the atomic scale
the state of each atom is in~uenced by a _nite cluster of its neighbors\ not only by the
state at an individual atomic site[ The non!local formulation of the Peierls model
outlined in this section is proposed as a simple way to include the non!local nature of
atomic interactions into cohesive zone models such as the Peierls framework[

The modi_cation made to the Peierls model in going from the local to non!local
formulation involves the inclusion of a non!local contribution to the mis_t energy[
The addition of this term has far!reaching implications\ though it is the only con!
ceptual change that is introduced[ Clearly\ this approach will con_ne all non!local
e}ects to the slip plane\ in the same way that the original Peierls framework con_nes
the extent of non!linearity[ It is recognized that this approach will only approximate
the true non!local e}ects in the core\ which could be more rigorously treated via non!
local elasticity in the bulk regions[ On the other hand\ this simple approach leads to
a tractable analysis that still allows for an explicit venue within which one may study
the e}ect of non!local behavior[

Consider again the mis_t energy of a dislocation as given in the local framework
of eqn "1#[ Non!locality is incorporated by the addition of a term which should vanish
for slowly varying slip distributions while at the same time capturing gradient e}ects
when they are present[ We con_ne ourselves to a discussion of a straight edge dis!
location as a clear example of the underlying concepts[ For a straight dislocation\ we
postulate the non!local mis_t energy to be given by

EMF � g
�

−�

Fðd"x#Ł dx¦g
�

−� g
�

−�

K"x−x?#d"x#d"x?# dxdx?[ "6#

The additional term contains the non!local interplanar kernel K"x−x?#\ which weights
the non!local contributions to the total energy[ On physical grounds\ we assume that
K"x−x?#�K"x?−x#\ or that the in~uence that one point has on another depends
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only on the distance between these points[ The new model requires only that we
determine a suitable form for the non!local kernel K"x−x?#[ We propose to adopt a
similar strategy to that used in obtaining F"d#\ whereby we extract a numerical
reckoning of K"x−x?# from atomistic calculations and then _t these results to simple
analytic forms[ In the past\ non!local expressions of this type have been advanced
without the bene_t of atomistic calculations to determine the in~uence function
"Eringen et al[\ 0866 ^ Eringen and Balta\ 0868 ^ Eringen\ 0876#[ It seems possible that
the methods presented here can be adapted to those cases as well[

Given the non!local kernel\ the traction at the slip plane can be written as the _rst
variation of the mis_t energy functional with respect to the slip distribution\ yielding

t"x#�
1EMF

1d
�

1Fðd"x#Ł
1d

¦1 g
�

−�

K"x−x?#1"x?# dx?[ "7#

Thus\ for the non!local model\ the traction t at any point on the slip plane depends
on the entire slip distribution\ whereas in the local formulation the stress is determined
pointwise[ It is this additional feature of the new model which allows it to capture the
gradient e}ects discussed earlier[

To determine the non!local kernel\ we solve eqn "6# for K"x−x?# by imposing a
number of special slip distributions\ and use the non!local term to exactly _t the
energies of these slip distributions to the atomistic result[ This procedure amounts to
the assumption that K"x−x?# is independent of the form of the slip distribution[ While
this may not be rigorously true\ it is postulated that the non!local kernel obtained in
this way will be reasonably e}ective for general slip distributions[ Based on this
assumption\ it is convenient to choose slip distributions which allow for a deter!
mination of the Fourier components of K"x−x?#[ For the purposes of our calculation
we place two demands on the slip distributions[ First\ that it be periodic with period
l\ and second\ that the maximum amplitude of the distribution is small with respect
to the lattice parameter of our material[ The _rst requirement is one of computational
convenience\ allowing for the use of periodic boundary conditions when determining
the exact atomistic energy of a slip distribution\ while the second requirement is made
in order to allow us to rewrite the interplanar potential\ F\ using its quadratic
approximation[ This step proves essential in determining K"x−x?# in much the same
way that one uses the quadratic approximation to match the shear modulus in the
case of the Frenkel sinusoid model[ It simpli_es the local term in the energy for the
purpose of _nding the non!local kernel\ but once the kernel is computed the exact
form of the local term will be reinstated[ This ensures that the non!local model will
still be applicable to large slip deformations[

The energy expression of eqn "6# yields the energy of the slip distribution over the
entire slip plane[ On the other hand\ atomistic models naturally provide us with a
way to compute the energy of only a _nite section of the slip plane[ If periodic
boundary conditions are used in the atomistic model\ as will be used here\ then the
energy obtained from atomistics is the energy of a single periodic length of the slip
distribution[ In order to make valid comparisons between the exact atomistic mis_t
energy and the energy obtained from the non!local model\ we must _nd the non!local
expression for the energy of a single periodic length of slip[ Equation "6# can be re!
written in the form
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EMF"d#� s
�

n�−� $g
"n¦0#L¦j

nL¦j

cd"x#1 dx¦g
"n¦0#L¦j

nL¦j g
�

−�

K"x−x?#d"x#d"x?# dx?dx% \

"8#

where the constant c arises from the treatment of the interplanar potential via its
quadratic approximation and j is some origin where 9¾ j¾L[ It is easy to show
that for periodic slip distributions\ the integrals inside this sum are independent of n
and j\ and hence each periodic length in the variable x contributes the same amount
to the total mis_t energy[ We can then write the mis_t energy of a single period of the
slip plane\ E9

MF"d#\ as

E9
MF"d#� g

L

9

cd"x#1 dx¦g
L

9 g
�

−�

K"x−x?#d"x#d"x?# dx?dx\ "09#

and note that for a given slip distribution\ E9
MF"d# is a quantity which can be computed

directly from atomistics[ For this purpose\ it is convenient to take d"x# to be

d"x#� dq"x#�A sin qx\ "00#

where q�1p:L and A is much smaller than the lattice constant of the crystal under
consideration[ We insert this form of d"x# into the expression for E9

MF[ Making a
change of variables z�x−x? and recalling that K"z#�K"−z#\ the energy expression
becomes

E9
MF "dq#�

cA1L
1

¦A1 g
L

9

sin qx $g
�

−�

K"z#
eiq"z¦x#−e−iq"z¦x#

1i
dz%dx\ "01#

where we have made use of the exponential form of the sine function[ We recall the
de_nition of the Fourier transform\ f¼"k#\ of a function f "x# as

f¼"k#� g
�

−�

f "x# e−ikx dx\ "02#

and also the inverse Fourier transform

f "x#�
0
1p g

�

−�

f¼"k# eikx dk\ "03#

and use eqn "02# to write the non!local energy expression in terms of the Fourier
transform of the non!local kernel\ K
"q#[ Noting again that K"z#�K"−z#\ we see that
K
"q#�K
"−q#\ and the expression for the total energy becomes

E9
MF"dq#�

cA1L
1

¦A1K
"q# g
L

9

sin1 qxdx[ "04#

Evaluating the integral leads to an explicit expression for the non!local interplanar
kernel in Fourier space ^
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K
"q#�
1E9

MF"dq#

A1L
−c[ "05#

At this point\ the strategy is to obtain the energy dependence on the Fourier variable
q numerically through an atomistic model[

2[0[ Atomistic determination of the non!local interplanar kernel

The procedure for determining the energy of a given slip distribution was outlined
in Section 1 and is described in detail by Miller and Phillips "0885b#[ Here\ we use the
same computational approach which is described brie~y below[

We desire the energy of the slip distribution given by eqn "00# as a function of the
parameter q[ To make the computation\ the crystal is divided into an upper and a
lower half[ By imposing the appropriate displacement _elds on the two half spaces\
we can create the desired slip distribution at their common interface[ For example\
consider the slip distribution of eqn "00#[ For the case of edge!type slip\ the slip
distribution can be obtained by imposing the following displacement _elds on the
crystal ]

u¦ � ð"A:1# sin qx\ 9\ 9Ł\ "06#

u− � ð"A:1# sin qx\ 9\ 9Ł\ "07#

where u¦ represents the displacement _eld in the upper half of the crystal and u− is that
in the lower half[ This combination of displacement _elds leads to a slip distribution of
the form

d"x#�u¦
x −u−

x �A sin qx "08#

at the plane where the upper and lower half spaces meet[
Using any convenient atomistic model "we have used the embedded atom method

"EAM#\ see Daw and Baskes\ 0873 for example# it is then possible to compute the
energy of this crystal[ The result of such an atomistic calculation is an energy consisting
of two parts\ that due to the interface and an additional elastic strain energy due to
the deformation in the bulk regions of the crystal[ The elastic energy can be found
directly by computing the energy of each half space separately\ using a periodic
computational cell containing no slip discontinuities[ This energy can then be sub!
tracted from the total energy of the con_guration which includes the slip jump\ leaving
the mis_t energy\ E9

MF[
By repeating this procedure for a sequence of values of q\ we obtain a discrete

representation of the non!local kernel K
"q# in Fourier space[ Results of such cal!
culations using the EAM potentials for Al of Ercolessi and Adams "0883# are presented
in Fig[ 1[ The various slip systems are either edge\ screw or {{mixed||\ where edge and
screw are as de_ned in Section 1[ The {{mixed|| system is in this case the direction
associated with the 29> Shockley partial[ All of the curves are given in non!dimensional
form using the constants given in Table 0\ where gus is the unstable stacking fault
energy for a given slip system[ The values in the table are obtained by rigidly sliding
two blocks of atoms with respect to one another and allowing relaxations in only the
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Fig[ 1[ Examples of the Fourier space representation of the non!local interplanar kernel\ K
\ for various
slip systems in Al\ as obtained using the EAM potentials of Ercolessi and Adams "0883#[ See Table 0 for

normalization constants[

Table 0[ Bur`ers vector b\ interplanar spacin` d and unstable stackin` fault ener`y gus

for the slip systems considered in Fi`[ 1 as obtained from the EAM Al potentials of
Ercolessi and Adams "0883#

—––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Slip system b"_# d:b gus "eV:_1#
*ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ
"099#ð909Ł Screw 3[921 0:1 9[93954
"000#ð0¹09Ł Screw 1[740 z2:5 9[91694
"000#ð1¹00Ł Mixed 0[535 z2:1 9[997921
"099#ð900Ł Edge 1[740 0:1 9[91410
"099#ð909Ł Edge 3[921 0:1 9[93954
—––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

out!of!plane direction[ The remaining constants in the table are b\ the Burgers vector\
and d\ which is de_ned below[ The representative examples in Fig[ 1 demonstrate a
number of the characteristics of the non!local interplanar kernel when constructed in
Fourier space[ All such functions are even and periodic\ and therefore only the _rst
half period of each is shown[ The periodic length of K
 depends on the slip system
being considered\ and is given by 1p:d where d is the distance between planes with
normal parallel to the direction of the slip gradient vector[ Note that these planes are a
set of yÐz planes\ which are perpendicular to the xÐy slip plane[ Another characteristic
feature of the K
 function is that it is exactly zero at q�9\ which implies that in the
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limit of very slowly varying slip distributions\ the non!local correction vanishes and
we recover the classical Peierls framework[ It is also worth noting that while most of
the K
 functions are negative\ we see that for the case of screw!type slip distributions
on the "990#ð909Ł slip system K
 is entirely positive[ This suggests that there is no set
rule about whether the non!local contribution to the mis_t energy is positive or
negative*it will depend on both the slip system being considered and on the Fourier
components of the slip distribution itself[ Comparing the various curves in this _gure
can help us to understand the relative importance of the non!local e}ect for various
slip systems[ Note that the strongest e}ect is associated with the "099#ð909Ł edge
system[ It is interesting that this same slip system\ but in the screw orientation\ shows
the weakest non!local correction\ and that the sign of this correction for the various
Fourier components of the slip distribution is reversed[ This is because the screw!type
sinusoidal slip distribution represents a more severe mis_t con_guration than the
edge!type for this slip system[ Meanwhile\ the local model predicts the same energy
for either edge or screw slip due to the symmetries of the "099# planes[ For this slip
system\ the local prediction for mis_t energy somewhat overestimates the edge energy\
while somewhat underestimating its screw counterpart[ The result is this seemingly
anomalous behavior of the screw!type slip[

2[1[ Approximate analytic form in real space

Numerical inversion of the Fourier representation of K
 deduced above can be
problematic due to the fact that K
 is known only for a discrete set of points in Fourier
space[ Therefore\ we propose to _t K
 in Fourier space with a cosine series\ which can
be easily transformed into real space in the form of a sum of Dirac delta functions[
Because K"x−x?# exists as part of an integrand over the entire slip plane\ these Dirac
deltas will have the e}ect of reducing the dimension of the integral in eqn "6#[ We
have found that excellent _ts of the numerical data can be obtained using only the
_rst few terms of such a cosine series\ and one can therefore write

K
"q#3
a9

1
¦ s

N

n�0

an cos ndq\ "19#

where an are the _tting parameters and d is the distance between planes perpendicular
to the slip plane\ as described previously[ The number of _tting parameters N will
depend on the range of the atomistic potentials used in obtaining K
\ but we have
found that for the potentials and slip systems considered here\ the value of N typically
does not need to exceed _ve[ This form for the non!local kernel allows for easy Fourier
inversion\ yielding

K"x−x?#�
a9

1
dD"x−x?#¦ s

N

n�0

an

1
"dD"x−x?¦nd#¦dD"x−x?−nd##\ "10#

where dD is the Dirac delta function[ This expression for the non!local kernel can be
used in the original de_nition for the mis_t energy\ as well as in the expression for the
tractions on the slip plane[ The results are
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EMF � g
�

−�

Fðd"x#Ł dx− s
N

n�0 g
�

−�

an 0d"x#1−
d"x#d"x−nd#¦d"x#d"x¦nd#

1 1dx\

"11#

t"x#�
dFðd"x#Ł

d
− s

N

n�0

an"1d"x#−d"x¦nd#−d"x−bd##\ "12#

where we have eliminated a9 from the expressions by using the fact that K
"9#�9[ The
d appearing in this expression is the slip distribution\ and not the Dirac delta function
dD[ The computed values of an are plotted in Fig[ 2 for the _ve slip systems considered
here[ In this _gure\ increasing n corresponds to sampling the slip distribution farther
and farther from the point at which the energy and stress is being computed[ It is
clear that the non!local e}ects decays quite rapidly\ and in all cases a0 "corresponding
to the near neighbor non!local in~uence# is by far the most important contribution[
Non!local in~uence is felt as far as _ve neighbors away in some systems\ but beyond
a4\ the coe.cients are negligible[

Note that the expressions for the energy and stress are consistent with our intuition
as to the nature of the non!local terms[ First\ in the limit when d"x# is slowly varying\
d"x2nd#: d"x# and the above expressions reduce to the conventional local formu!
lation[ Second\ the non!local e}ects for a given point arise as a result of sampling a
discrete set of points along the rest of the slip distribution[ These points are spaced
by a distance d\ which coincides with the spacing of atomic planes in the direction of
the slip gradient vector[ The discreteness of this sampling\ together with the physical
signi_cance of the spacing of the sampling points results in a sensible atomistic
extension of the original constitutive assumptions of the local model[

Finally\ it is interesting to note that the terms of the sum in eqn "12# can be viewed
as a linear combination of approximations to the derivatives of the slip distribution[
The symmetry of our non!local kernel in Fourier space means that only even order
derivatives contribute to this correction\ and therefore it is possible to re!write eqn
"12# in the form

"x#�
t1Fðd"x#Ł

1d
− s

N

n�0

c1nd
"1n#"x#\ "13#

where the coe.cients cn are the weights associated with the nth derivative\ and d"n# is
the central di}erence approximation to the nth derivative of the slip distribution[ The
cn are simply linear combinations of the an already introduced[ For example\ if we
take N�1 in eqns "12# and "13#\ and make use of the following central di}erence
approximations for the second and fourth derivative of d"x#\

d1d

dx1
�

d"x¦d#−1d"x#¦d"x−d#

d1
\ "14#

d3d

dx3
�

d"x¦1d#−3d"x¦d#¦5d"x#−3d"x−d#¦d"x−1d#

d3
\ "15#
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Fig[ 2[ Non!local in~uence coe.cients\ an\ for the slip systems considered in Fig[ 1[

then we can solve for the coe.cients c1 and c3[ In this case\ these are found to be

c1 �−d1"a0¦a1#\ "16#

c3 �−d3a1[ "17#

This exercise highlights the parallels between our non!local approach and recent
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gradient correction models "e[g[\ Fleck et al[\ 0883 ^ Aifantis\ 0881#\ although in this
paper we will not explore the gradient correction form of these equations further[

2[2[ Ener`y of crystalline slip within the non!local formulation

The simplest test of the non!local model is to re!examine the energetics of idealized
slip distributions as originally presented in Fig[ 0[ Recall that in this _gure the
predictions of the local model are given by the constant dashed line near the top of
each graph\ whereas the data points are exact calculations of the mis_t energy as
determined using atomistics[ The solid curves are the results of using the non!local
model\ which are in signi_cantly better agreement with the exact results than are the
local results[ In each case\ the energetics using the non!local model exhibit the correct
trend as a function of slip gradients\ unlike the original model which does not capture
gradient e}ects[ The non!local model is not able to capture the anomalous upturn in
the atomistic results for the "000#ð00¹9Ł screw orientation\ a pathology of this particular
slip deformation which results from putting atoms into highly unfavorable proximity
across the slip plane[ Nonetheless from the standpoint of purely energetic consider!
ations\ the non!local model shows a marked improvement over the local model\
without any great cost in model complexity[

3[ THE NON!LOCAL MODEL OF REALISTIC DISLOCATION CORES

As an example\ we apply the non!local model to the determination of the core
structure for a straight dislocation with a planar core[ For this purpose we consider
the Lomer dislocation in fcc Al\ with a ð009Ł line direction and Burgers vector "a:1#
ð0¹09Ł[

We obtain the Lomer core structure using two schemes[ The _rst makes use of a
simpli_ed form for local part of the interplanar potential F"d# that allows for a
closed form analytic solution for the slip distribution in Fourier space[ In the second
determination of the Lomer core\ the full!blown atomistic result for F"d# is used and
the core structure is computed numerically[ Each of these results is then compared to
the slip distribution taken directly from the atomic positions resulting from full
relaxation of the atomistic degrees of freedom[ The _rst scheme\ which admits of an
analytic solution\ is of interest as a method for testing the numerical procedures used
in the second scheme[ At the same time\ it demonstrates that considerable analytical
progress can be made with the non!local formulation[ The second\ fully numerical
solution demonstrates that stable core structures are readily obtainable within the
non!local formulation[ We will see that while the e}ect of the non!local terms on the
slip distribution and core structures are subtle to the eye\ they represent a signi_cant
improvement when quanti_ed in terms of the predicted mis_t energy of the dislocation
core[

3[0[ Ei`enstrains solution for d within the quadratic well approximation

In this section\ we describe the procedure used in determining an analytic result for
the core structure of the Lomer dislocation[ The important approximation in this
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procedure in relation to the results of the subsequent section is the simpli_ed form
used for the interplanar potential F"d#[

Within the Peierls framework\ the determination of d"x# is equivalent to _nding the
core structure of the dislocation[ Once d"x# is found\ the elastic displacement _elds
away from the slip plane can be computed from an integral of the Volterra kernel
over the entire slip plane[ As well\ the mis_t and elastic energy are then fully speci_ed
by the slip distribution[ Therefore\ we seek the slip distribution d"x# which minimizes
the total energy functional[ The energy associated with the dislocation\ which is a
functional of the slip distribution d"x#\ can be expressed as the sum of three parts

Etot �EL¦ENL¦EB[ "18#

EL is the mis_t energy as determined within the traditional local model and given in
eqn "1#\ ENL is the non!local correction term added to the mis_t energy in eqn "6#\
and EB is the elastic energy of the bulk region[ The elastic term is obtained by
superimposing the elastic interaction energy for a distribution of in_nitesimal dis!
locations with Burgers vector density −dd:dx\

EB �
0
1 g

�

−� g
�

−�

B log 0
R

=x−x?=1
dd"x#
dx

dd"x?#
dx?

dxdx?[ "29#

In this equation\ R is a measure of the size of the bulk region[ Making use of
integration by parts\ it is possible to eliminate the constant R from the analysis[ B is
de_ned as

B� 1Cijsisj "20#

where si is the ith component of the slip direction for the dislocation of interest and
Cij is the prelogarithmic energy tensor\ discussed in detail\ for example\ in Bacon et
al[ "0868#[ In the case of an isotropic solid B reduces to

Biso �
m

1p"0−n#
[ "21#

For the purposes of obtaining an analytic solution we use the method of eigenstrains
"Mura\ 0873#[ We make the approximation that the local interplanar potential F"d#
takes the form of a periodic array of quadratic wells as shown in Fig[ 3"a#[ This
approximation is clearly not an accurate representation of the full interplanar poten!
tial\ but does capture one of the real potentials most signi_cant features\ namely\ its
convexity\ and is a standard tool in the method of eigenstrains[ The full interplanar
potential will be incorporated in Section 3[1[ Now\ we employ the method of eig!
enstrains as described by Mura to minimize the energy functional with respect to the
slip distribution for a dislocation dipole with spacing r[ The dipole con_guration is
used so that the slip distribution goes to zero at x�2�[ By making r large\ the
dipole becomes two isolated dislocations of opposite sign[ This approach allows us
to rewrite the local contribution to the energy as
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Fig[ 3[ "a# Quadratic well approximation to the local interplanar potential[ "b# Eigenslip\ dE"x# for the
dipole con_guration[

EL � g
�

−�

c"d"x#−dE"x##1 dx[ "22#

In this equation the constant c is determined by _tting the quadratic wells to linear
elasticity at small values of d−dE[ This leads to c�m:1a where a is the spacing
between slip planes and m is the relevant shear modulus for the slip system of interest[
dE in this expression is the {{eigenslip|| which ensures that the dipole slip con_guration
is enforced during the energy minimization[ dE"x# is shown in Fig[ 3"b#\ where b is the
Burgers vector and r is the dipole spacing[ We will need the Fourier transform of this
eigenslip\ which is found to be

d¼E � g
r:1

−r:1

b e−ikx dx�
1b
k

sin
kr
1

[ "23#

Making use of eqn "03#\we can replace d\ dE and K with their Fourier transforms\
allowing for a Fourier space representation of the total energy[ Integrating by parts
on the bulk energy terms and assuming that the order of integrations can be switched
allows us to simplify the energy expression to
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Fig[ 4[ Comparison of core structures for the Lomer dislocation in Al as obtained from the continuum
model with exact atomistic results[ "a# Structure obtained using the quadratic well model of the interplanar
potential and "b# with the full numerical solution to the PeierlsÐNabarro equation[ The _lled circles
represent the atomistic result\ the thin line is the local model result\ and the thick line is the non!local

model result[

Etot � g
�

−� $d¼"k#d¼"−k# 0
c
1p

¦
K
"k#
1p

¦
B
3

=k=1−
c
p

d¼"k#d¼E"−k#¦
c
1p

d¼E"k#d¼E"−k#%dk[

"24#

Note that at this point\ our solution is predicated upon a knowledge of the Fourier
space features of the interplanar kernel[ Taking variations with respect to d¼ and setting
dEtot �9 we _nd

d¼"k#�
1b sin

kr
1

k $0¦
K
"k#

c
¦

pB
1c

=k=%
"25#

where we have made use of the fact that K
"k# is an even function and used eqn "23#
to replace the Fourier transform of the eigenslip[ This expression gives us the Fourier
transform of the slip distribution for the dislocation dipole[ Although it cannot be
transformed into real space explicitly\ the transformation integral is straightforward
to perform numerically once the form of K
 is known[ Thus we numerically compute
the slip distribution from the expression

d"x#�
1b
p g

�

9

sin
kr
1

cos kx

k $0¦
K
"k#

c
¦

pBk
1c %

dk[ "26#

This result is plotted in Fig[ 4 for the case of K
 �9 "which corresponds to the local
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Peierls model solution# and with K
 from Fig[ 1 for the "099#ð900Ł edge "Lomer# slip
system[ Only one member of the dimple pair is shown because of the symmetry of the
distribution[ For comparison\ we have included the slip distribution obtained from a
lattice statics energy minimization of the same dislocation core[ Note that in making
such comparisons\ care must be taken to insure that the method used in extracting
the slip distribution from the atomic coordinates is consistent with the de_nition of
d"x# used in the continuum model[ A discussion of this distinction can be found\ for
example\ in Miller and Phillips "0885b# or Rice "0881#[

We see in Fig[ 4"a# that the e}ect of the non!local correction is to introduce small
oscillations in the slip distribution and increase its slope slightly at the dislocation
core[ At _rst\ the oscillations may appear to be unphysical\ but recall that this
continuous curve is really a representation of the slip for a discrete set of lattice sites[
Therefore\ only the values at the lattice sites are germane for the atomic positions
implied by the solutions[ It is interesting to note that this analytic model provides a
reasonable approximation to the dislocation core\ although the di}erences between
the local and non!local results are hard to quantify[ It seems that the quadratic well
approximation used in obtaining this result leads to an overestimate of the lattice
restoring force\ as evidenced by the narrowness of the Peierls model cores when
compared to the atomistic result[ In the next section\ we will see the improved
representation of these forces when the full interplanar potential is used[ We should
not expect the quadratic well model to accurately capture subtle details of the atomic
core\ but it is encouraging that the model does lead to a stable core con_guration that
is similar to the exact result[

3[1[ Numerical solution for the slip distribution

It is now of interest to see what e}ect the non!local correction has on the dislocation
core structure when the correct atomistically obtained F"d# is used[ In this case\ it is
necessary to resort to a full numerical solution of the governing equation[

The numerical approach for _nding d"x# follows closely the approach of Beltz and
Freund "0883#\ to which we refer the interested reader for more details[ We begin with
the well!known PeierlsÐNabarro equation "Hirth and Lothe\ 0881#

tðd"x#Ł�−
m

1p"0−n# g
�

−�

dd"x?#:dx?
x−x?

dx?\ "27#

into which we can substitute eqn "12# for tðd"x#Ł[ By an appropriate change of
variables\ the domain of integration can be collapsed onto the _nite domain "−0\ 0#[
This domain can be discretized and the integration carried out by making use of the
GaussÐChebyshev integration techniques described in Erdogan and Gupta "0861#[
This approach reduces the problem to a set of nonlinear algebraic equations which
can be solved iteratively via the NewtonÐRaphson method\ leading to a discrete
representation of the slip distribution d"x#[ The results of such a calculation for the
Lomer core structure are presented in Fig[ 4"b#[ Again\ we note that the resulting core
structure is not changed dramatically relative to the local model as a result of adding
the non!local correction[ Note that neither of the two continuum models can capture
the slight asymmetry of the atomistic core which arises due to discrete lattice e}ects[
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One important improvement in the non!local model is a slight increase in the slope
at the core center\ which brings the narrowness of the core into better agreement with
that of the atomistic result[

The fact that the structural di}erences between the local and non!local models are
small does not imply that the non!local e}ect is unimportant[ Another quantity to
compare between the two models is their predictions for the total energy of the
dislocation[ The elastic energy is computed in the same way for the two models\ and
the highly similar cores implies that the value of the elastic energy for the two models
will be about the same[ On the other hand\ the mis_t energy is computed di}erently\
and even identical core structures will lead to di}erent mis_t energies by virtue of the
non!local energy term[

Using the method described in Miller and Phillips "0885b# to isolate the mis_t
energy from the strain energy in the bulk regions\ we can compute the exact atomistic
mis_t energy of the lomer dislocation to be 9[0251 eV:_[ This is accomplished by
representing the atoms in the upper and lower bulk regions by nodes in a _nite element
mesh\ and computing the strains "and consequent strain energy# in this mesh via the
CauchyÐBorn rule "Ericksen\ 0873#[ On the other hand\ we can compute this energy
using the local and non!local models from eqns "1# and "11#\ respectively[ The local
model predicts an energy of 9[0868 eV:_\ about 34) greater than the exact energy[
The non!local result is 9[0360 eV:_\ only 7) greater than the atomistic result[ This
result demonstrates that although the core structures in the local and non!local
formulations are very similar\ the non!local treatment of the core energies is sig!
ni_cantly more accurate[ We would expect similar adjustments to the cohesive zone
model estimate of the Peierls stress[

4[ CONCLUSIONS

Motivated by previous work which demonstrated a failure of the local Peierls
framework to accurately describe the energy of interplanar slip for the types of slip
distributions found in real dislocation cores\ we proposed a non!local formulation of
this framework[ We then proceeded to outline a set of simple atomistic calculations
whereby one can obtain the non!local interplanar kernel required in the formulation
of the model[ To demonstrate that the model improved estimates of the slip energy\
we compared these results to purely atomistic calculations and showed that the non!
local model improves the agreement between the cohesive zone model energies and
explicit atomistic energies[

Given that the non!local model leads to better energetic descriptions of slip dis!
tributions\ we proceeded to demonstrate the model by computing the structure of a
straight dislocation with a planar core\ namely\ the Lomer dislocation in Al[ It was
found that the di}erences between the local and non!local results\ and between either
of them and the atomistic core\ were subtle and di.cult to quantify when considering
only the spatial structure of the dislocation[ However\ an alternative measure of the
performance of the models is the energy they imply\ which the local model predicted
to be 34) larger than the exact atomistic result[ The non!local model signi_cantly
improved the energetic description of the core\ overestimating the exact result by only
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7)[ Nevertheless\ the negligible changes in the non!local description of the core
structure serve as a reminder that the cohesive zone approach appears to lack the
~exibility to really serve as a generic basis for mixed atomistic and continuum studies
of dislocations[ Even in its non!local form\ this framework restricts the slip\ all non!
linearity and all non!locality to a particular slip plane\ thus forbidding the emergence
of complex cores such as those found in bcc metals[

Future work in the context of cohesive zone models could include an attempt to
integrate non!local e}ects into other models of the mechanical behavior of materials[
One example of interest is the model of Rice "0881# and the numerous related works
that describe dislocation emission from crack tips[ Preliminary investigations in this
area suggest that the concepts outlined here can be used for such problems "Miller et
al[\ 0886#[ The basic equation to be solved in the case of a dislocation near a crack tip
is a modi_ed version of the PeierlsÐNabarro equation with additional terms due to
the presence of the crack[ Any realistic solution of this equation requires a numerical
procedure\ and the simple form of the non!local corrections in eqns "11# and "12#
mean that the additional computational cost in the non!local formulation is small[
The most serious obstacle in this case seems to be the proper treatment of the boundary
conditions in the non!local setting\ and most importantly the stress free boundaries
at the crack faces[ However\ the fact that non!locality plays an important role at the
atomic level means that a correct non!local treatment of the atomistically sharp crack
may be an important contribution to our understanding of crack tip phenomena[

One important approximation of the Peierls model not discussed in this work is the
treatment of the inherently discrete slip distribution as a continuous function d"x#[
Another possible direction for this work is the integration of the non!local formulation
into the recently proposed {{semi!discrete Peierls framework|| of Bulatov and Kaxiras
"0886#\ which correctly treats the slip distribution as a discrete function[ Results using
the semi!discrete version of the Peierls model show signi_cant improvement to the
conventional Peierls framework\ but some error remains[ It is possible that including
non!local e}ects into this model may further improve its agreement with atomistics
while retaining its tractability[

A third future direction for this research should be an e}ort to compute other non!
local kernels analogous to K"x−x?#[ For example\ it may be possible to directly
compute from atomistics the non!local elastic moduli introduced by Eringen et al[
"0866# for bulk crystals[ This would eliminate guesswork about their appropriate
form and base them solidly on their atomistic underpinnings[ Other recent work
"Tadmor et al[\ 0885a\ b# substantiates our belief in the critical role played by consti!
tutive non!locality in the description of atomic scale defects and calls for continued
e}orts to put such models on a clear analytic footing[
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